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preface

In September 2004 we left Sweden for South Africa where we in the 
township of Duncan Village, East London had situated our diploma work 
with a focus on public space. It was possible for us to do so after receiving 
a scholarship from SIDA, the Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency. We imagined we would come back three months 
later, leaving the South African planners dazzled with a concept that 
would give all the answers on how to develop public spaces exuberating 
with social interaction and urban life. Well, things are never as easy as 
you imagine them to be, and as we have learned our experience is no 
exception from former students who have conducted Minor Field Studies. 
Doing our diploma work in a country with a completely different culture and 
history has been a challenge and sometimes very frustrating. Nonetheless 
it has also been an adventure from which we have gained knowledge we 
will carry with us in the future, both as planners and individuals.

In this project we have used the experience and way of thinking we have 
gained from being Swedish Spatial Planning students. However we have 
not been able to apply our knowledge of planning in Duncan Village without 
taking the local needs and traditions into consideration. The structure of 
public spaces that we suggest in this work has the purpose of being the 
base for different functions that in its turn could be the base for activities 
that then hopefully will result in a vibrant public life. 

This work is our contribution of ideas and visions for the public spaces 
in Duncan Village. Our hope is that this can be an inspiration to the 
planners in East London and the Buffalo City Municipality, and others 
involved in the future planning of Duncan Village. The results of the 
project will be submitted to Blekinge Institute of Technology as a fulfilment 
of the requirements of the Master degree in Spatial Planning. It will also 
be made available for possible incorporation into the Duncan Village 
Redevelopment Initiative. 
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driving along douglas smit highway

We are driving on the freeway alongside a long line of pedestrians walking 
on the verge trying to keep them out of the way of traffic. The many mini 
bus taxis, which are driving extremely fast, are playing dance music at 
top volume, humping their horns when trying to squeeze into the line in 
front of us. 

We turn left into Douglas Smit Highway and the sudden calm and silence. 
However this is just an illusion because further down the road, across the 
hilly landscape, we see a swarm of people, houses, shack constructions 
and the usual white mini buses.

A young man approaches us where we have pulled over to unfold our 
aerial photo. He knocks on the car window which is almost closed despite 
the extreme heat; we have gotten many warnings from people living in 
the city. ˝Mam I need some work˝ he says. ˝Sorry, we are just students˝ 
we answer. He looks disappointed but not very surprised and walks away 
slowly. 

We start the car and continue driving and suddenly all our senses are 
awaken by the numerous impressions that hit us. We feel the smell of 
fresh cooking from women standing outside their tin huts stirring in their 
casseroles while leftovers and other organic material on the side of the 
street is fermenting in the heat of the sun. Laundry is being washed in large 
barrels heated over wooden fires while clean clothes have been hung in 
the sun to dry, probably catching the smell of the descending smoke lying 
over the area. Maybe there has been a fire during the night or someone 
is burning a large amount of waste. The murmur of voices from people 
talking, laughing and shouting, the loud music playing, dogs barking and 
roosters crowing is all blended together into a loud cacophony. For us it is 
still early morning but here is full activity and the people we see seem to 
have been up for hours.

A stout woman dressed in an apron with a large scarf tied around her 
head is sweeping the street trying to clear the sewers from waste and 
litter that otherwise might cause floods when the next rain falls. She turns 
around and waves at us just as many other of the people we pass. We 
smile at her and wave back not really used to all of the attention. 

We pull over on the side of the road to take some photographs and at 
once we are surrounded by a big group of people wanting us to take their 
picture. ˝Shoot me! Shoot me! ˝ they say. There is a lot of excitement 
when there is a chance to be in the spotlight, even if only for a brief 
moment. When we drive away some children run after us not wanting to 
let the chance pass them by. 

A group of teenage girls in blue school uniforms, consisting of jacket 
and mini skirt, are walking on the shadowed side of the street. They turn 
around to look at a couple of boys walking behind them and start giggling 
when the boys shout something teasing at them. Some older men who 
sit in the shadow of one of the few trees along the street observe them 
and say something to each other while nodding their heads in mutual 
understanding.

Children are playing at the side of the street with toys made of wire or other 
material their parents have been able to spare. One of them has found a 

used car tyre and is enjoying himself spinning it down the road. Traders 
are selling their goods in small temporary shops or from tables or barrels 
placed along the street. Their supply is quite similar; most of the street 
vendors sell fruit and vegetables, meat and large packages of sweets. 
Hair dressers have put up their business in small sheds and or luxurious 
trailers, while some of them treat their customers outside, seating them 
on plastic chairs or fruit boxes. Hair seems to be an important issue. 

We take a break to get some relieve from the oven hot car. When we look 
down in the green valley from the side of the road we see a small pond 
where children are playing in the water supervised by an older woman. 
She seems to be occupied with some kind of needlework while keeping 
an eye of the children. A small boy comes to our side and says ˝We swim 
in the pond because we have no pool. We are very poor.˝ Perhaps the 
municipal logo on our car has given him the impression that we might be 
able to help him out with what is lacking. We chat with the boy for a while 
and then decide to drive back to the city. The activity in the street is still 
thriving as earlier in the morning. People are sitting and standing on the 
sidewalks looking like they are waiting for something, maybe a mini bus 
taxi. As we approach the end of Douglas Smit Highway we see a man with 
a wheelbarrow filled with scrap material, probably for improvements of his 
house. We reach the exit and turn right driving out of Duncan Village, a 
township in the segregated South Africa.
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introduction   

Apartheid, the political system that controlled the separation of the white 
and non-white South African population has to a great extent marked the 
structure of the South African cities and their surroundings. The aim of 
apartheid planning was to separate and regulate urban areas in order to 
achieve a spatial pattern that discouraged opportunities for interaction. 
This was done by moving the non-white residents of the cities to the 
outskirts of the urban areas. The new segregated locations were either 
so called Bantustans (homelands) situated further away from the city, 
or townships just outside the city core. The township is a label still in 
use today, referring to black suburban areas. One of these townships 
is Duncan Village, situated within the Buffalo City Municipality, on the 
periphery of the city core in East London.
 
The apartheid planning has in many parts of the country resulted in low 
density sprawl and widely separated mono-functional urban areas1. In 
many cities there has been a reversal of population densities with the 
highest densities situated in the townships far from the city core. Naturally 
this has had a major impact on the lifestyles and the urban use patterns 
of the residents in the South African cities, and also on the public spaces 
we are focusing on in this work. Today it is also the social differences and 
crime patterns that play an important role in this development. Especially 
the fear of crime is leading to social exclusion through physical barriers 
such as gated communities and exclusive malls.2

Katarina Landman describes in her essay “The urban future: Enclosed 
neighbourhoods?” a future scenario of public spaces in South African city 
cores: 

˝These public areas are the war zones of the city – a den of deadly forces 
that threaten the very existence of those seeking safety in their private 
fortresses. They are also the living places of the urban poor who have to 
face the dangers of unprotected areas. […] No longer are these public 
spaces used by and shared by all the urban residents as in times gone 
by. It is only those who do not have a choice that are left to live their lives 
in these derelict and dangerous areas.˝ 3

This is an extreme view of the future but it does show what South African 
city cores could look like if the deterioration of public spaces is not 
reversed. Public spaces have an important impact on the development 
of social networks, and they also form the bases for social and economic 
activities.

The Development and Facilitation Act, introduced in 1995 by the South 
African Government, advocates new forms and structures for South 
African settlements to improve their performance and call for more 
compact, integrated and mixed-use settlements. This approach is also 
clearly promoted in the Integrated Development Plan (IDP) of the Buffalo 
City Municipality.4

Since the abolition of apartheid East London has had a rapid population 
increase due to immigration from the rural areas and the influx of people. 
This has in certain parts of the city led to overcrowding. Because the 
existing housing has been insufficient people have found accommodation 
in temporary shack constructions that most often are of poor condition. This 

development has been most apparent in Duncan Village; a black residential 
area situated only about 5 km from the city core, which is unusually close 
considering it being a township. Duncan Village has become one of the 
largest and most congested settlements in East London. In 1995 it was 
estimated to have a population of 100.000 people5, and the municipality 
believes the figure could be up to 120.000 today6. The area is besides the 
extreme densities also characterized by poverty, unemployment, crime 
and violence as well as the fast spreading HIV-virus which today is the 
main cause of death in South Africa7. 

Duncan Village is currently the object for a redevelopment program with 
the aim of solving the housing shortage in the area, estimated to be 20.000 
units, and along with this also to improve the social and economical 
conditions for the township residents.8 We believe one important aspect 
to bring into the redevelopment plans is the one of public spaces. The 
reason for this is that these places, that have such a large impact on the 
social conditions and the physical environment of urban areas, have due 
to the apartheid planning been neglected both in East London and many 
other South African cities. 

Duncan Village already has the urban qualities of density and interaction 
of people in movement. The problem is that there is no real arena for the 
public life. Due to the congestion of the township public life come about 
wherever there is a space available. The public spaces will be even more 
important if the plan to build new dwellings in order to solve the housing 
shortage in Duncan Village becomes a reality. For these to have room 
they will have to consist of multi-storey buildings, which means that fewer 
residents will have own private yards, and that puts even higher demands 
on the mutual public spaces.
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aim of the project 

The general aim of our project is to suggest ways on how to upgrade 
public spaces, and thereby support and improve the urban social life in 
Duncan Village, East London. This has been done in line with the Duncan 
Village Local Spatial Development Framework (LSDF), a redevelopment 
program set up by Buffalo City Municipality.

Through the redevelopment of Duncan Village there is an opportunity to 
refine and re-structure the urban grid. In a well structured urban grid there 
is a possibility to create active public spaces within and in connection to 
places of high accessibility. We will in this work give suggestions for how 
the structure of public spaces in Duncan Village can be improved and by 
this offer better opportunity for social interaction as well as commercial-, 
public- and transport facilities, along with housing and parks. This will 
hopefully lead to an improved social infrastructure and better connections 
between the different neighborhoods of which Duncan Village consists. 

project description

part 1: an overall structure of public space

Based on the Duncan Village Local Spatial Development Framework 
and our own inventory and analysis a plan for an overall structure of 
public space will be outlined. The proposal will be for the whole of 
Duncan Village, including a variety of public spaces, and will suggest 
ways on how the network of them, and between them, could be 
complemented and developed.

part 2: design proposals for public space

When proposals for the overall structure of public spaces have been 
made, two identified areas/nodes are chosen for more detailed studies 
resulting in design plan proposals for how some of the public spaces 
could be developed. This is an individual task. The suggested plans 
have to fit into the existing and future urban context, existing land uses 
and proposals for improvement. They should also have a variety with 
different types of public spaces intended for different uses.

method

We started our three months of field work by gathering relevant information 
about Duncan Village, as well as East London and Buffalo City as a 
whole. This was done by studying surveys, reports and other planning 
material that we received from the Buffalo City Municipality, by discussing 
with the planners at the City Planning Division and by participating in 
municipal workshops related to the redevelopment of Duncan Village. We 
also attended workshops that concerned other townships in Buffalo City 
to get a wider spectrum about what issues are important and what kind of 
discussion is carried when planning in townships. 
 
Due to safety reasons as well as the extent of the area an overall 
inventory was done by car and by studying aerial photographs. Through 
this we got an understanding of the structure of Duncan Village. Further 

observations were made to get a picture of street patterns, dwellings 
areas, existing public spaces and nodes as well as the links between 
them. We conducted our overall inventory at the same time as we studied 
the municipal redevelopment plans of Duncan Village, the Local Spatial 
Development framework. Thereby we were able to include the new plans 
in our project work and also try to anticipate what effects they could 
have on the future Duncan Village. By spending a lot of time in the area 
observing the residents, their activities and where they happened, as well 
as talking to the people of the township, we got a better understanding of 
Duncan Village, with its strengths and weaknesses.   

To see practical examples of new developments in previously 
disadvantaged areas we read publications about similar projects as ours. 
We also went on study trips to the townships of Cato Manor in Durban 
and Motherwell in Port Elisabeth, where the outcomes have been positive  
when looking at the planning of public spaces. There we were able to 
meet and discuss with planners involved in the redevelopment of these. 
This has inspired us in our work with the plan proposals and shown that 
redevelopment projects in South Africa should not primarily focus only on 
the provision of houses, and that including the issue of public spaces can 
work out positively in many cases.

Literature studies about public space were done to find theories relevant 
for our project in Duncan Village. The theory of linearity by Christopher 
Alexander9 and the discussion of activities by Jan Gehl10 have been 
applied in our analysis of public life along the main activity spine in Duncan 
Village; the Douglas Smit Highway. We have combined these theories 
with visual observations, and counting of the number of activities taking 
place, in order to find out if, and where, there are significant places for 
public life, and also how these places are being used. The analysis will be 
further described on page 54. Our analysis, the overall inventory and an 
evaluation of the Local Spatial Development Framework has guided us 
when suggesting improvements in the overall structure of public spaces 
and when choosing the areas for the individual design proposals. Because 
of the limited amount of time in East London the detailed work with the 
individual parts of the project has been carried out in Sweden.

With the aim to see a diversity of cities and to get an understanding for 
the society and its people we started our South African experience with a 
road trip. In a time period of ten days we drove from Cape Town to East 
London, an approximately 1700 km long journey. We believe this has 
been very useful for us in order to understand the context in which our 
project area is situated.
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duncan village - from past to present

After the South African elections in 1948 the National Party got political 
power. This was the beginning of the formalization of the segregation that 
had existed in the country for a long time. The informal division of Whites, 
Indians, Coloured and Blacks, in that order, was now confirmed by law. 
The Groups Area Act for example divided the urban areas into segregated 
districts to bring people of the same origin together and minimize the 
interaction of different racial groups. The result was a class- and income 
structured society.11 East London was no exception. All non-whites where 
removed from the city core to new locations in the periphery, so called 
townships. One of these was Duncan Village, formerly called the East 
Bank Location. 

Between 1964 and 1979 the apartheid regime created Bantustans 
(homelands), independent tribal states for the black, with the purpose to 
distract their demands of civil liberties. Critics argued that the Bantustans 
were functioning as reserves from where South African industry could 
get cheap labor without having any social responsibilities for them.12 
It was decided that the whole of East London was to be cleared of its 
African population. The people in question would be removed to the 
homeland of Ciskei, and there be housed in the township of Mdantsane. 
The people of Duncan Village however distinguished themselves from 
the other residents of East London by successfully resisting the attempts 
of removal. Even though most of the residents stayed in the township the 
living conditions where totally transformed when every movement in and 
out was supervised in order to have strict control of the residents.13

In Duncan Village, as in the rest of South Africa the resistance against 
the apartheid laws was intensified during the 1980s. By 1984 the Duncan 
Village Residents Association (DVRA) had taken control over the township 
and they soon transformed the systematic and strict layout of houses that 
had been applied a few years earlier. With a growing number of residents 
the DVRA permitted new settlements on both public land and on land of 
private tenants. This changed the whole spatial structure of the township. 
It interfered with the layout of streets and public spaces as well as the 
division between public and private. By changing private backyards to 
community sites with housing for several families, these were turned from 
private into semi-public spaces. With this change the DVRA was hoping 
to create a broader, stronger, more unified community that together could 
fight the injustices of the state.14

The development in Duncan Village during the 1980s caused the residents 
of East London to demand action to put a stop to the ˝unacceptable, 
indiscriminate shack and hovel erection˝ in Duncan Village.15 Thereby new 
plans on how to redevelop and upgrade Duncan Village were introduced 
in 1986. However conflicts between land owners, the government and 
the residents of Duncan Village who protested against more forced 
removals and rent payments, grew into violent riots and after some time 
the government gave up their attempts of controlling Duncan Village. 
When the apartheid system was abolished in 1990 the era of controlled 
“modernism” in Duncan Village was over, and a township planned for 
30.000 people housed a population approaching 100.000 people. In 1994 
the only evidence of the redevelopment plan was a large vacant site with 
generous plots set out on a neat rectangular grid with flush toilets and 
full street lighting. Even though it was situated next to a highly congested 
shack area residents refused to move into the “Toilet City”, bearing in 

mind the white mans power.16 It was not until 2002 that the first houses 
were built on the site. This was after the African National Congress (ANC), 
which has been in power since the first democratic elections in 1994, 
introduced the Reconstruction and Development Program (RDP). This 
was an attempt to reduce the socio- economic gaps within the country by 
for example developing new low cost houses in previously disadvantaged 
areas.17 

b-hostel, present duncan village

duncan village 1900 (1)
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duncan village today

Duncan Village situated approximately 5 km west of the East London 
city core, is despite its closeness to the city isolated due to topographical 
features. It is in the south enclosed by the Buffalo River Valley and in 
the east by a tributary valley with a freight train line through it. North of 
the township an expressway creates a barrier that is further broadened 
by a buffer zone18. These boundaries contribute to the isolation of 
Duncan Village not only from city centre but also from the surrounding 
neighbourhoods; the residential areas Braelynn, Pfefferville and Buffalo 
Flats, which are mainly consisting of coloured people.

The reason for the significant immigration to Duncan Village from rural 
areas is the proximity to facilities, services and job opportunities in the 
East London peri-urban areas and the Central Business District as well 
as the various industrial areas in and around East London.19 Many of 
the people living in Duncan Village and working in the city commute 
weekly between the urban and the rural areas. Most job opportunities 
in East London are provided by the many industries around the harbor. 
Unfortunately the demand for employment is higher than the amount 
of jobs available. This means people in Duncan Village have to create 
job opportunities themselves, such as small informal business, which is 
possible due to the high density in the area.

….a part of east london

East London, with about half a million inhabitants, is the largest city in the 
Buffalo City Municipality. Part from East London the municipality includes 
Bisho, the provincial capital, King Williams town and the former homelands 
of Transkei and Ciskei. Buffalo City and East London are dominated by 
the Xhosa-speaking, who represent 85% of the population20. 

East London, located at the mouth of the Buffalo River as it meets the 
Indian Ocean, was founded in 1836 as a British military post.21 Today the 
city is the only river port in South Africa and is also known for its fishing 
industry and some large manufactures of automobiles and textiles. For 
tourists it is mainly a popular seaside resort but also functions as a good 
base for tourists due to its proximity to different game reserves as well 
as the Wild Coast further up north and the Sunshine Coast south of East 
London. 

The history of East London is clearly reflected in its present city structure.  
The city consists of separated peri-urban neighborhoods ranging from 
well-developed suburbs around the city core to poorly developed 
dormitory townships. Often the townships have informal settlements 
in connection to them, as is the case of Duncan Village. Even further 
away from East London settlements part of the old Bantustans, created 
during the apartheid era, can be seen. One example is Mdantsane which 
measured by Swedish standards is the size of a large city with its 300.000 
residents. 

The neighborhoods and the different functions of East London are very 
spread out as the city is scaled to the use of motor cars. Interaction is not 
encouraged by the spatial structure. Our impression is that the division of 
different residential groups is still very evident and that the neighborhoods 
in East London have economically and socially homogenous residential 
groups separated from each other. However we have noted some ethnical 

mixture in the middle- and upper class residential areas. 

The Central Business District consists mainly of offices and shops only 
active between nine am and five pm. Evening activities such as going to 
restaurants, movie theatres and night open shops take place in privatized 
retail centres such as Vincent Park and Beacon Bay situated outside the 
city core. Many sport grounds and parks are also out of walking distance 
from the residential areas and are in several cases privatized. Since 
there is no adequate public transport system in East London these places 
are only available for people with access to car. Because of this there 
is a risk that people from the poorer parts of the city become isolated. 
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I I I  i n v e n t o r y
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inventory

When suggesting ways on how to upgrade the public spaces in Duncan 
Village it is important to have a good knowledge about the city structure 
in which the public spaces are a part. Are there qualities in the existing 
structure to build upon and are there weaknesses to be redressed? 

city structure – three neighborhoods

The topographical feature of Duncan Village is one of its main 
characteristics. The undulating form creates a varied and stunning 
landscape with natural landmarks and sightlines, but the extreme 
variations in the terrain also creates barriers both within the area and 
towards adjacent neighborhoods. A hillside facing Ziphunzana Highway 
gives a dramatic impression but also minimizes the visibility into Duncan 
Village. The only places where there is a possibility to get a clear view 

over larger parts of the township are where the river valleys of Amalinda 
and Mzonyana run into the area. 

Due to the river valleys Duncan Village is clearly divided into three 
separate neighbourhoods. The river banks and their steep valleys have 
created three heights, which constitute the three neighbourhoods. These 
are further divided by Douglas Smit Highway, the main road, which runs 
centrally through the area and across the two valleys.

The three neighbourhoods have different characters due to the way the 
dwellings in them have been structured. Formal and informal settlements 
exist in all of the areas but there is a large variation in density and design 
and also in the way public life is conducted in them. We will in our work 
separate the three neighbourhoods by naming them Duncan Village West, 
Central and East.
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